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Abstract 

The 2014 outbreak of Ebola epidemic in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone affected more than 28000 individuals and killed 

around 11300 persons. The situation exposed unpreparedness of the world towards this neglected tropical disease 

confined to the African continent and highlighted the need for a vaccine. This review tries to cover the excursion of EBOV 

vaccine development from animal models to the clinical trials and finally on-field trials during the hours of emergency. 

 
 

Introduction 

     Since its discovery in 1976, Ebola virus (EBOV) has 
caused sporadic outbreaks in Sub-Saharan Africa. Ebola is 
the etiologic agent of Ebola Hemorrhagic Fever (EHF) and 
remains one of the most lethal transmissible infection 
responsible for high fatality rate of upto 90% and 
substantial morbidity in humans and non-human 
primates (NHPs) [1-4]. Ebola viruses belong to the 
Filoviridae family and are enveloped, negative single-
stranded RNA viruses with a genome of ∼19 kb in size 
that encodes seven structural proteins and two non-
structural proteins, Ebola glycoprotein (GP), dispersed 
throughout the viral envelope as trimeric spikes, consists 
of two fragments; an extracellular protein (GP1) and a 
membrane-anchored protein (GP2) [5-8]. Due to their 
possible exploitation as bioterrorism agents, these 
filoviruses pose a significant health alarm worldwide as 
the infection lead to uncontrolled viral replication and 
multi-organ infection and failure [9,10]. This virus 
infection apparently first disable the immune system 
followed by vascular system failure that leads to 
hemorrhage, drop in blood pressure, and finally shock 
and death within days to weeks of exposure [11]. 
Treatment for EHF has been purely supportive with no 
effective interventions and thus development of broadly 

protective vaccine conferring long lasting immunity is 
critical and for that there is need to understand the 
mechanisms by which EBOV suppresses, distracts, or 
otherwise evades the host immune response [12]. Various 
studies have indicated the critical role of viral 
glycoprotein (GP) in the pathogenesis as it facilitates 
binding of the EBOV to endothelial and monocytic cells 
[13-16]. A 17-amino acid sequence within GP region 
resembles to an immunosuppressive motif present in a 
number of retrovirus envelope proteins [17-19]. This 
sequence mediates viral binding with target cells critical 
in the immunopathology and apoptosis during Ebola 
infection [20]. For this reason, GP is the focus of most 
EBOV vaccine research, and it is generally accepted that a 
robust anti-GP antibody response is crucial for protection 
against lethal EBOV challenge [21]. 
 
     Generally, vaccines are either live-attenuated, killed or 
inactivated or subunit vaccines (including recombinant 
vaccines) that can be used as preventive vaccines to 
provide ‘active immunization’ prior to infection. Live 
attenuated is not suitable for viruses like EBOV for the 
fear of reversion, while inactivated vaccines induce short 
term immunity. Another approach is ‘passive 
immunization’, where antibodies produced either in 
animals or individuals who survived from infection are 
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administered to the patients (10). However, in case of 
EBOV, survivors do seroconvert but the neutralizing 
antibody titers in serum remain very low [22-24]. 
Development of vaccine is a long, time-consuming route, 
which includes various milestones before successful 
delivery of an effective product. Establishment of animal 
models is invaluable and crucial to understand 
pathophysiology and develop diagnostics, vaccines, and 
therapeutics [25]. 
 
     Several animal models have been developed for EHF 
using non-human primates (NHPs) and rodents with a 
mouse-adapted Ebola virus [26]. However, in contrast to 
Ebola virus infection in other animal models, it is 
relatively easy to protect mice from infection with the 
mouse-adapted Ebola virus. 
 

Mouse Model 

     Early in 1998, Vanderzanden, et al. developed two DNA 
vaccines expressing GP or nucleocapsid protein (NP) of 
EBOV and evaluated in adult immunocompetent mice 
[27]. Both the vaccines required multiple boosters (3-4) 
to provide only partial protection. With advancement in 
technologies and understanding, Shedlock, et al. 
developed a synthetic polyvalent plasmid DNA vaccine 
against the GP region of Marburg marburgvirus (MARV), 
Zaire ebolavirus (ZEBOV), and Sudan ebolavirus (SUDV) 
and the preclinical efficacy studies were performed in 
guinea pigs and mice using rodent-adapted viruses [28]. 
The vaccine was highly potent and completely protected 
challenged mice by eliciting robust neutralizing 
antibodies against MARV and ZEBOV. Similarly, in another 
study, Adenovirus (Ad) 26 and Ad35 vectors expressing 
five filoviruses (Ebola Zaire and Ebola Sudan; Marburg 
Angola and Marburg Ravn; Ebola Ivory Coast) GP were 
explored to develop a vaccine providing universal 
filovirus protection. Both adenoviral vectors induced a 
potent cellular and humoral immune response in mice 
after single vaccination in dose dependent manner [29]. 
These rodents based studies yield results but with a 
drawback that mouse adapted EBOV did not give the real 
picture of disease. Although in a recent study, Ling et al., 
evaluated vaccine effectiveness of a novel recombinant 
adenovirus type 5 vector-based Ebola vaccine (Ad5-
EBOV) based on the 2014 Zaire Guinea epidemic strain 
and tested for humoral and cellular response in mice. The 
study showed EBOV GP-specific antibodies titers peaking 
at week 10 and lasted up to 6 months in mice [30]. Thus, 
to get a better prospective with improved available 
facilities, researchers advanced to Rhesus and 
cynomolgus macaques, which were superior 
representative models of filovirus infection as they 

exhibit extremely similar symptoms to those observed in 
humans. 
 

Non-Human Primates Model 

     There is vast amount of research done in NHPs to 
understand EBOV infection. Almost all the studies related 
to development of vaccine against EBOV exploited the GP 
region of the virus while some also included 
nucleoprotein region. Warfield et al., demonstrated 
protective efficacy of virus-like particle (VLP)- based 
vaccines containing GP, NP and VP40 matrix protein in 
both rodents and Cynomolgus macaques as promising 
vaccine candidates [31,32]. Blaney, et al. generated Rabies 
virus (RABV) based bivalent vaccines expressing EBOV GP 
and used it in both mice and NHPs [33,34]. Their vaccines 
induced potent immune responses against both RABV and 
EBOV demonstrating safety, immunogenicity, and 
protective efficacy of these live or inactivated 
RABV/EBOV vaccines. Some other studies used different 
vaccine platforms such as recombinant vesicular 
stomatitis virus (rVSV) expressing the filovirus GP 
providing protection in Cynomolgus macaques [35]; or 
Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV) replicon 
particle (VRP) vaccine expressing GP providing complete 
protective efficacy against Sudan virus (SUDV) and EBOV 
in NHPs after two vaccinations and many similar studies. 
After the 2014-2016 outbreak, the vaccine development 
approach was modified for immediate and robust 
protection against EBOV [36]. Marzi, et al. developed 
recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus (rVSV)–EBOV 
vaccine which generated a robust immune response in 
macaques within days (3-7 days) of single dose 
immunization [37]. While Meyer et al., used aerosolized 
human parainfluenza virus type 3–vectored vaccine 
expressing EBOV GP (HPIV3/EboGP) delivered to the 
respiratory tract of Rhesus macaques [38]. HPIV3/EboGP 
induced high EBOV-specific IgG, IgA, and neutralizing 
antibody titers as well as cellular response in the 
macaques, hence a potentially useful and feasible vaccine 
candidate. Thus these findings helped to develop better 
vaccine for human use. Taking lead from here, 
researchers developed vaccines which were finally 
suitable for clinical trials. 
 

Human Trials 

     Some of the candidate vaccines that were suitable for 
human trials included Adenovirus and VSV based 
platforms. Zhu, et al. developed a recombinant Ad5 vector 
based vaccine expressing EBOV GP region, which showed 
good safety and immunogenicity in Phase 1 trial of 
healthy Chinese adults [39]. They conducted a 
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randomized Phase 2 clinical trial in Sierra Leone in a dose 
dependent manner and even the lower dose was safe and 
highly immunogenic as assessed by EBOV-specific 
antibody responses against the vaccine-matched 
glycoprotein with ELISA. Another group used 
recombinant VSV based vaccine to conduct Phase 1 trial 
in a dose dependent manner and required booster dose 
that elicited good antibody response [40]. Ledgerwood, et 
al. rapidly advanced a Ad3 vectored EBOV GP into phase 1 
clinical trial where the vaccine provided specific antibody 
response up to 48 weeks [41]. Finally, Henao-Restrepo et 
al., developed a recombinant, replication competent 
vesicular stomatitis virus based candidate vaccine 
expressing EBOV GP (rVSVZEBOV) and tested its efficacy 
in ‘contacts’ of confirmed Ebola infection cases in Guinea 
[42]. This vaccine was manufactured by Merck, Sharpe & 
Dohme and recommended by WHO for field use [43]. 
Apart from the vaccines that have potential candidature, 
there are some promising vaccine candidates lined up 
against Ebola but a continuous research in this direction 
is required to successfully combat this deadly disease and 
be able to eradicate it in the future. 
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